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PresidentialIQ, Openness,IntellectualBrilliance,and
Leadership:Estimatesand Correlationsfor 42 U.S.
Chief Executives
Dean Keith Simonton
University of California at Davis

Individualdifferencesin intelligence are consistentlyassociated with leader performance,
includingthe assessed performanceof presidentsof the UnitedStates. Given this empirical
significance, IQ scores were estimatedfor all 42 chief executivesfrom George Washington
to G. W Bush. The scores were obtained by applying missing-values estimationmethods
(expectation-maximization)to published assessments of (a) IQ (Cox, 1926; n = 8), (b)
Intellectual Brilliance (Simonton, 1986c; n = 39), and (c) Openness to Experience
(Rubenzer & Faschingbauer 2004; n = 32). The resulting scores were then shown to
correlate with evaluations of presidential leadership performance. The implicationsfor
George W.Bush and his presidency were then discussed.
KEY WORDS: Presidential leadership, IQ, Openness to Experience, Intellectual Brilliance,
intelligence

Perhaps no individual-differencevariable has more practical consequences
thandoes generalintelligence.This impactis witnessed at five levels of specificity.
First, at the broadestlevel of applicability,intelligence is closely associated with
the cognitive complexity necessary for meeting the demands of modem life
(Gottfredson,1997). Second, and more specifically,cognitive capacity is the best
single predictorof job performancein a wide rangeof occupations(Ones, Viswesvaran,& Dilchert, 2005). Third,and yet more narrowly,individualdifferencesin
intelligence correlatepositively with leader performance(Bass, 1990; Simonton,
1995). For instance, accordingto one meta-analysisof 151 independentsamples
(Judge, Colbert, & Ilies, 2004), the overall correlationis .27 (when correctedfor
range restriction).Fourth, this association holds for a more specialized form of
leadership, namely the performanceof political leaders (Simonton, 1990). For
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example, a historiometricstudy of 342 Europeanmonarchsfound thatintelligence
correlated.32 with eminence and .67 with leadership(Simonton, 1984; see also
Simonton, 1983, 2001a). Fifth, and most specifically, assessed intelligence has a
positive correlationwith the performanceof U.S. presidents (Simonton, 1986c,
1988, 2001b), where performancewas based on surveys of presidentialexperts,
including both political scientists and historians. In fact, out of more than two
dozen individual-differencevariablesexamined, intelligence was the only one to
display consistently positive correlationswith all availablemeasuresof presidential greatness(Simonton, 1992; cf. McCann, 1992). Indeed, it constitutesthe only
direct individual-differencecorrelateof performanceonce situationalfactors are
taken into account (Simonton, 1991b, 1992; see also Simonton, 1986a, 1996).
Intelligence is a crucial component of leader performance,in part, because it is
associated with other advantageousattributes,such as charisma and creativity
(Simonton, 1988).
Given thatmost presidentsof the United States died long before the adventof
intelligence tests, it is imperativeto specify the basis for the scores used in these
investigations(Simonton, 1986c, 1987). Assessment began by extractingpersonality descriptions from several biographical sources for 39 presidents from
Washingtonthrough Reagan. All identifying informationwas then removed to
produceanonymousbiographicalprofiles. Several independentjudges used these
profiles in conjunctionwith the Gough Adjective Check List (Gough & Heilbrun,
1965) to rate the presidentson 300 descriptors,obtainingreliable assessmentsfor
110 adjectives(cf. Deluga, 1997, 1998; HistoricalFiguresAssessment Collaborative, 1977). These latter measures were then subjected to a factor analysis that
obtained 14 distinct dimensions. One of these factors included such items as
"intelligent,""wise,""inventive,""interestswide," "artistic,""curious,""sophisticated,""complicated,"and "insightful"(butnot "dull"or "commonplace").Moreover, a factor score defined by the linear composite of these items yielded
a measure having an internal-consistencyreliability (coefficient alpha) of .90
(Simonton, 1986c). The resulting factor was then interpretedas assessing the
chief executives on IntellectualBrilliance.
This measurewas then validateda numberof ways. For example, the variable
correlates with objective biographicalevents, such as the chief executive's preelection publication record (Simonton, 1986c), a variable that prior research
showed was associatedwith presidentialgreatness(Simonton, 1981). In addition,
IntellectualBrilliancecorrelateswith alternativeassessmentsof presidentialintellect. For instance, the measure has a correlationof .80 with Thordike's (1950)
intelligence evaluationsof 10 chief executives based on his reading of pertinent
biographicaldata (Simonton, 1986c).
Even more significantfor our currentpurposes,IntellectualBrilliance correlates .70 with the IQ scores that Cox (1926) had calculatedfor eight U.S. presidents as part of Terman's (1925-59) classic study of the relation between
intelligence and achievement (Simonton, 1986c). These IQ scores, though
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extractedfrom biographiesusing historiometricmethods, used an entirely different operational definition of intelligence and therefore focused on contrasting
sourcesof information.In particular,Cox compiled chronologiesof childhoodand
adolescentachievementsto detect any signs of intellectualprecocity.Using a team
of independentraters,the ages at which certainaccomplishmentsappearedwere
comparedwith the averageages at which those achievementswould be expected
in the general population. The IQ scores were then defined according to the
traditionalconcept of the intelligence quotient as 100 x MA/CA, where MA is
mental age and CA is chronological age (extended from Terman, 1917). The
methodwas appliedto only eight chief executivesbecause the sampleconsisted of
301 leaders and creators from numerous nations and periods of history (Cox,
1926). Nonetheless, it is worthnoting thatthe IQ scores for this sample correlated
.25 with individual differences in eminence (using an archival space measure
devised by Cattell, 1903; cf. Simonton, 1986c). Furthermore,high IQs in Cox's
(1926) sample are linked with traitsthat have a close affinity with those defining
IntellectualBrilliance,namely,originalityof ideas, profoundnessof apprehension,
pervasive cognitive activity and drive, and intellectual versatility (Cox, 1926;
Simonton, 1976; White, 1931).
The IntellectualBrilliance assessment was validatedmuch later via a totally
divergent methodology (Simonton, 2002). Rubenzer, Faschingbauer,and Ones
(2000) assessed the 41 U.S. presidentsprior to George W. Bush on the NEO, a
standardmeasure of the "Big Five" personality dimensions (Costa & McCrae,
1992a,b). The assessment was executed by having recognized experts on specific
presidentsrate their subjectson the items makingup the key facets and factorsof
the NEO. From these questionnairesuseful measureswere obtainedfor all of the
NEO scales, at least for a subset of 31 chief executives for whom sufficientratings
were available. The resulting measure of special relevance here is Openness to
Experience, a cognitive proclivity that encompasses unusual receptiveness to
fantasy,aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas, and values. In the general population
this factor is positively associated with intelligence (Bates & Shieles, 2003;
Gignac, Stough, & Loukomitis,2004; Harris,2004). In the specific case of presidents, as well, Openness correlates .71 with the Intellectual Brilliance factor
(Simonton, 2000, 2002). In other words, Intellectual Brilliance has almost the
exact same correlationwith Openness as it does with the Cox (1926) IQ scores.
Thus, it is very likely thatthe threemeasures,despite their distinctorigins, are all
tapping into the same underlyingconstruct-each president's broad intellectual
breadth,power, and energy.1As furthersupportfor this conjecture,the Openness
Some would arguethatgeneralintelligence (or Spearman'sg) can be psychometricallydiscriminated
from Openness(e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1992a,b).Fromthis perspectivethe high correlationobserved
between Openness and the other measures may be suspicious because it is more than double the
correlationusually observed in the general population.However, the two constructsmay be more
closely related in samples of presidentsbecause of how such individualsare recruitedto enter and
succeed in politics. There is a precedentfor such a selection effect in the fact that the power and
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scores also predictthe performanceratingsthatthe presidentsreceive from historians and political scientists who have expertise in the American presidency
(Rubenzer,Faschingbauer,& Ones, 2000). In fact, not only does Opennesspredict
presidentialsuccess better than any other Big Five factor, but it correlateswith
"ethics on the job" as well (Ones, Rubenzer,& Faschingbauer,2004).
Most recently,Rubenzerand Faschingbauer(2004) publishedthe book Personality, Character,& Leadershipin the WhiteHouse in which they could elaborate and extend the findings reported in Rubenzer, Faschingbauer,and Ones
(2000). Among the many additionsin this laterpublicationis the inclusionof NEO
scores for George W. Bush, thereby enlargingthe sample of assessed presidents
from 31 to 32. This enlargementprovidedthe impetusfor the currentinvestigation.
Specifically,the goal is threefold.First,by applyingmodem statisticalmethodsfor
reconstructingmissing values, I provide estimates of IQ, Openness, and Intellectual Brilliance for all 42 presidents. Second, these objective (even if tentative)
estimates will be correlated with the most up-to-date measure of presidential
performance for the 41 presidents for whom ratings are possible. Third, the
association from this result will be used to predictGeorge W. Bush's most likely
performanceratingwere it based on intellectualability alone.
Method
The sample consists of all presidents of the United States from George
Washingtonto George W. Bush. Although Bush was inauguratedas the 43rd
President of the United States, he was only the 42nd U.S. president (because
Clevelandserved two nonconsecutiveterms as the 22nd and 24th presidentof the
United States). Hence, the sample size is 42 ratherthan 43.
Intellectual CapacityMeasures
The factor scores for Intellectual Brilliance were taken from Simonton
(1986c, p. 154). All presidentsbetween Washingtonand Reagan were assessed
(n = 39), the scores having been standardizedto a zero mean and a unit standard
deviation (i.e., z scores). The Openness scores came from Rubenzerand Faschingbauer(2004, pp. 26, 200, 302). These scores have a hypotheticalrange of 0 to
100, and the actual range is very close to that. Even though presidents from
Washingtonto GeorgeW. Bush were assessed, 10 presidentscould not be reliably
scored because of the unavailabilityof appropriateexperts, therebyreducingthe
sample size (n = 32). Finally,IQ estimateswere adoptedfrom Cox (1926) for the
small subsetof presidentswho were of sufficientrenownto makeit into the sample
achievement motives are more highly correlatedamong presidentsthan in the populationat large
(Winter,1973, 1987). Thus in the case of U.S. chief executives (and perhapsother political leaders)
high general intelligence may be more strongly linked with the qualities associated with Openness.
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of 301 geniuses (n = 8). Actually, there were four estimates for each president.
First,IQs were calculatedfor two periods of biographicaldata,the firstfrom birth
to age 17 and the second from age 18 to age 26. These were identifiedby Cox as
IQ I and IQ II. Second, the raw IQ scores for each of these periodswere corrected
for measurementerror(see Cox, 1926, pp. 82-83, for the specific formula).This
statisticalcorrectionfor attenuationwas deemed necessary because some biographies had more adequateinformationthandid others.Hence, each periodhas both
uncorrected(U) and corrected(C) IQ scores. The outcome is four IQ scores: I-U,
I-C, II-U, and II-C.
The original scores on IntellectualBrilliance, Openness to Experience, and
the four Cox (1926) IQ estimatesare shown in boldface in Table 1. These numbers
have been roundedoff to the first figure to the right of the decimal point. Table2
shows the basic statistics for each measure,including the mean (M) and standard
deviation (SD). It should be observed that the four IQ estimates differ in three
systematic ways. First, the correctedscores (C) tend to be largerthan the uncorrected scores (U). This is not surprisinggiven thatthe correctionfor attenuationis
supposed to have this consequence, but it does raise the issue of whether the
correctedscores might be too high. Second, the first-periodestimates(I) tend to be
smallerthanthe second-periodestimates(II). Third,the dispersion,as indicatedby
the standarddeviations,tends to be largerfor the first-periodestimates (I) relative
to the second-periodestimates (II).2
Lastly, it is worth noting that althoughthe presidentsrange tremendouslyin
Openness, the mean for the group falls in the low end of the distribution.
LeadershipPerformanceMeasure
The measureof presidentialleadershipwas based on the ratingsor rankings
containedin the following 12 sources:the Schlesinger(1948) survey,the Rossiter
(1956) rating,the Schlesinger (1962) second survey,the Bailey (1966) rating(as
quantifiedby Kynerd, 1971), the Maranell (1970) survey, the Chicago Tribune
Magazine poll (as reportedin Murray& Blessing, 1983), the Porterpoll (also as
reportedin Murray& Blessing, 1983), the Murrayand Blessing survey (1983),
the Siena ResearchInstitutesurvey (Kelly & Lonnstrom,1990), the Ridings and
McIver (1997) survey, and a survey conducted by C-Span (C-Span Survey of
PresidentialLeadership,2000). When necessary,the original scores were inverted
so thathighernumberssignifiedgreaterpresidentialperformance.All 12 measures
were then standardizedto producez scores (i.e., M = 0 and SD = 1). The average
of these dozen standardizedmeasures defined the indicator of each president's
leadershipperformance(or "presidentialgreatness").
2

Because these IQs were based on the old definitionof the intelligence quotientas a ratioof mentalto
chronological age (ratherthan the modem definitionof IQ in terms of the normaldistribution),the
scores have no pre-set standarddeviation (16 or 15 in most modem tests). Nonetheless, the standard
deviations for the entire sample tend to be between 14 and 15 (Simonton, 1976).
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Table 1. Originaland ImputedScores for 42 Presidents
IQ estimates
President
Washington
J. Adams
Jefferson
Madison
Monroe
J. Q. Adams
Jackson
Van Buren
W. Harrison
Tyler
Polk
Taylor
Fillmore
Pierce
Buchanan
Lincoln
A. Johnson
Grant
Hayes
Garfield
Arthur
Cleveland
B. Harrison
McKinley
T. Roosevelt
Taft
Wilson
Harding
Coolidge
Hoover
F. Roosevelt
Truman
Eisenhower
Kennedy
L.Johnson
Nixon
Ford
Carter
Reagan
G. H. W. Bush
Clinton
G. W. Bush

Intellectualbrilliance
0.3
0.6
3.1
0.6
-1.4
1.2
-0.6
-0.3
-0.1
0.2
-0.6
-1.2
-0.7
-0.3
-0.8
0.8
-1.2
-1.4
-0.1
0.9
0.9
-0.5
-0.7
-0.6
0.9
0.0
1.3
-2.0
-1.5
0.5
0.9
0.2
-0.7
1.8
-0.2
0.4
-0.6
0.0
0.4
-0.3
1.0
-0.7

Openness
14.0
61.0
99.1
62.0
3.7
98.0
0.5
31.0
31.5
37.9
21.0
9.0
46.0
37.0
5.0
95.0
8.0
2.3
31.5
52.9
52.9
23.0
30.0
20.8
56.0
1.0
64.0
10.0
17.0
8.0
45.0
1.7
29.0
82.0
7.0
14.0
8.0
77.0
10.0
18.0
82.0
0.0

I-U
125.0
120.0
145.0
120.0
109.0
165.0
110.0
119.4
120.3
122.9
116.0
110.8
120.8
120.6
111.9
125.0
110.8
110.0
120.3
129.0
129.0
116.9
117.5
116.0
129.7
114.5
133.0
107.8
111.4
118.0
127.4
115.5
117.3
138.9
114.8
118.9
113.3
130.2
118.0
116.5
135.6
111.1

I-C
130.0
150.0
160.0
150.0
120.7
170.0
120.0
132.9
133.6
136.6
128.7
122.7
136.7
134.8
122.8
145.0
122.7
115.0
133.6
143.5
143.5
129.6
131.4
128.6
144.6
123.8
148.3
121.1
124.8
127.5
140.9
124.6
131.1
155.7
125.2
129.2
124.4
149.0
127.9
128.4
153.6
121.4

II-U

II-C

135.0
145.0
150.0
135.0
128.2
165.0
130.0
135.1
135.5
137.2
132.7
129.3
137.4
136.3
129.4
140.0
129.3
125.0
135.5
141.2
141.2
133.3
134.3
132.7
141.8
129.8
143.9
128.4
130.6
132.0
139.7
130.3
134.1
148.2
130.7
133.0
130.2
144.4
132.2
132.6
147.0
128.5

140.0
155.0
160.0
160.0
138.6
175.0
145.0
146.0
146.3
148.1
143.4
139.8
149.0
147.4
139.6
150.0
139.8
130.0
146.3
152.3
152.3
144.0
145.4
143.4
153.0
139.5
155.2
139.9
141.6
141.6
150.5
139.8
145.1
159.8
140.6
142.9
140.4
156.8
141.9
143.0
159.0
138.5

Note. Original scores are in boldface, estimates in regularfont. All statistics are roundedoff to one
decimal place. Intellectualbrillianceis expressed by z scores with a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1 (from Simonton, 1986c). Openness is expressed as a percentagescore rangingfrom 0
to 100 (from Rubenzer& Faschingbauer,2004). The four IQ estimates originatein Cox (1926) and
representstandardIQ scores with a hypotheticalmean of 100 and a standarddeviation of 16. The
latterrepresentfour estimates:I-U (ages 0-17, uncorrected),I-C (ages 18-26, correctedfor data
reliability),II-U (ages 0-17, uncorrected),and II-C (ages 18-26, correctedfor data reliability).
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Table 2. Basic Statistics for OriginalMeasures
IQ estimates
President

Intellectualbrilliance

Openness

I-U

I-C

II-U

II-C

n
Minimum
Maximum
M
SD

39
2.0
3.1
-0.0
1.0

32
0.0
99.1
35.4
32.5

8
110.0
165.0
127.5
18.7

8
115.0
170.0
142.5
19.3

8
125.0
165.0
140.6
12.7

8
130.0
175.0
151.9
13.9

In line with previousresearchdemonstratingthe impressiveexpertconsensus
on the differentialreputationof the U.S. presidents,the resulting 12-item composite had an internal-consistency(coefficient alpha) reliability of .99, which is
as close to perfection as can be expected for real data (see also Simonton,
1986b, 1991a). As further validation of this measure, it was correlated with
publishedratingsof supposedcomponentsof presidentialleadership.In particular,
the greatnessmeasurecorrelatedpositively with Maranell's(1970) assessmentsof
presidentialprestige (r = .95), strength (r = .96), activity (r = .90), and accomplishments (r= .97) and with Ridings and McIver's (1997) assessments of presidential leadership (r= .93), accomplishments(r= .94), political skill (r= .90),
and appointments(r = .90). Hence, the leadershipcriterionreflects the essential
featuresof presidentialperformance.
Results
The first step in the analysis was to use the observed scores in Table 1,
indicated in boldface, to reconstructthe missing values (Little & Rubin, 2002).
This was possible for three reasons. First, every presidenthas at least one score
that is not missing. Second, statistical tests indicated that one could not reject
the null hypothesis that the scores are "missing completely at random"
(MCAR = 5.03, df= 4, p = .284). Thatis, the scores seen in Table 1 can be said to
be representativeof the population of scores ratherthan having some selection
bias. Third, the six measures are highly intercorrelated,indicating that there is
enough redundantinformationto predict (or impute) the missing scores with a
reasonabledegree of accuracy.
The magnitude of this redundancyis shown in Table 3, which gives the
Pearson product-momentcorrelationsusing pairwise deletion (i.e., each correlation is calculated across all cases for which both scores are available).It should
be immediately obvious that the six variablesare assessing the same underlying
quality of cognitive power. Not only are the four Cox (1926) scores highly
intercorrelated,but also all four are strongly correlated with both Intellectual
Brilliance and Openness to Experience.The smallest correlationis that between
the last two variables,yet even this is high enough to suggest considerableoverlap
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Table 3. PearsonProduct-MomentCorrelationsamong
OriginalMeasures
Variable
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Intellectualbrilliance
Openness
IQ I-U
IQ I-C
IQ II-U
IQ II-C

1

2

3

4

5

.69
.71
.82
.72
.70

.74
.92
.80
.81

.84
.94
.81

.92
.94

.89

Note. All correlationsare significantat the p < .05 level or better
except for that between IntellectualBrilliance and IQ II-C
(p = .054).

between the two constructs. What renders these strong associations all the more
remarkable is that the variables are based on three disparate methodologies: ratings
based on personality profiles extracted from biographies (Intellectual Brilliance),
evaluations obtained by surveying biographers (Openness), and scores calculated
from chronologies of early childhood and adolescent accomplishments (IQ).
Although each technique will have its own distinctive methodological advantages
and disadvantages, the methods still converge on a consistent overall assessment.
The missing values were imputed using the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm that constructs the complete data matrix according to the patterns
displayed by the nonmissing scores (Little & Rubin, 2002). This iterative procedure uses the maximum-likelihood criterion to compute the missing values.
Because it takes into consideration the entire data structure, EM has been shown
to be superior to alternative imputation procedures, such as regression (see, e.g.,
Gold & Bentler, 2000). The EM algorithm was specifically implemented via the
Missing Value Analysis module in SYSTAT 11 (SYSTAT11, 2004, vol. 2, chap. 7).
The outcome is shown in Table 1, the imputed scores given in regular font. The
reconstructions are greatest for the four IQ estimates, least for the Intellectual
Brilliance scores. Although the IQ scores must therefore be considered more
tentative and approximate than the other two scores, they do have the asset of a
substantive meaning comparable to scores on standardized IQ tests. That renders
them more interpretable to a broad audience.
To obtain a better idea of the nature of these imputed values, Table 4 provides
the basic statistics for the completed data matrix. Overall the results are fairly
similar, except that the IQ estimates have lower means and standard deviations.
Because far more missing values are estimated for the IQ scores than for the
Intellectual Brilliance and Openness measures, the replaced values are more likely
to regress toward the mean and to reduce variance. Although it is not obvious from
mere inspection, the scores on all six measures appear to be free of any political
bias. In particular, one cannot reject the null hypothesis that Democratic and
Republican presidents have the same expected intelligence. This null result holds
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Table 4. Statistics and LeaderPerformanceCorrelations(rs) for Measureswith
ImputedValues (N = 42)
IQ estimates
President

Intellectualbrilliance

Minimum
Maximum
M
SD
r

-2.0
3.1
-0.0
1.0
.56

Openness

I-U

I-C

II-U

II-C

0.0
99.1
33.4
29.6
.34

107.8
165.0
121.0
10.9
.34

115.0
170.0
134.4
12.5
.35

125.0
165.0
136.0
7.6
.32

130.0
175.0
146.8
8.3
.31

Note. The rs are Pearsonproduct-momentcorrelationcoefficients. All coefficients except the last are
significantat the p < .05 level, and for the last (p = .054). The correlationfor IntellectualBrilliance
is significantat the p < .001 level.

whether the sample includes all presidentssince Jackson (when the Democratic
Party began) or just all presidents since Lincoln (when the Republican Party
began).
But how do these reconstructedscores correlatewith the leadershipperformance criterion?The Pearsonproduct-momentcorrelationcoefficients are given
in the last row of Table4. It is evidentthatall six measuresarepositively correlated
with presidentialleadership,and all measuresbut one have about the same effect
size (viz. about 10%of the varianceis shared).Moreover,with thatone exception,
the correlationsare about the same size as Ones, Rubenzer,and Faschingbauer
(2004) found between Opennessand their assessmentof presidentialsuccess. The
lone departurefrom the general pattern is Intellectual Brilliance, which has a
correlationnoticeably larger than the other five. Hence, if it was necessary to
identify a single predictorvariable, this would be the measure of choice. This
explanatorysuperioritymay help explain why it has consistently emerged as a
significantpredictorin a series of investigationspublishedbetween 1986 and 2002
(e.g., Simonton, 1986c, 1988, 2001b, 2002). These studies also indicate that the
impact of intelligence on greatness has not changed over the course of U.S.
history.3Thatis, its predictivepower has neitherincreasednor declined with time.
For instance, an early study of 36 presidents obtained a standardizedpartial
regression coefficient of .26 (Simonton, 1986c) while a much later study of 41
presidentsobtaineda coefficient of .29 (Simonton,2002), a trivialdifference.This
temporalstability would not hold if either (a) the cognitive assessment of recent
presidentswas more or less reliable than the assessment of earlier presidentsor
(b) the structuralassociation between intelligence and leader performancehad
weakened or strengthenedin the U.S. modem presidency.
3

Contraryto what has been suggested in some leadershipresearch (Simonton, 1985), presidential
greatness is not a curvilinear,inverted-U function of Intellectual Brilliance (Simonton, 1986c).
Instead, the function is positive and linear.This is not to say that exceptional intellect cannot be a
liability: Highly intelligent presidents are much less likely to win election by landslide victories
(Simonton, 1987).
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Discussion
Ever since George W. Bush was elected to the presidency,questions have
emerged about his general intelligence (Sailer, 2004). Although some of these
attacks were nothing more than internethoaxes, and others were founded solely
on his frequentverbal slips, still others were based on more serious speculations,
such as attemptsto estimate his IQ from his reportedperformanceon the SAT
(Immelman,2001). The results reportedin Table 1 provide a more objective and
quantitativemeans to address this issue. Two points should be clear from the
imputedIQ scores.
First,Bush is definitelyintelligent.The IQ estimatesrangebetween 111.1 and
138.5, with an averagearound125. That places him in the upperrange of college
graduatesin raw intellect (Cronbach,1960). Admittedly,this averageis influenced
by Cox's (1926) corrected scores, which may be overestimates.Yet even if we
focus on just the uncorrectedIQs, the range is between 111.1 and 128.5, with a
mean around 120, which is about the average IQ for a college graduatein the
United States.In addition,the figureis more thanone standarddeviationabove the
populationmean, placing Bush in the upper 10% of the intelligence distribution
(Storfer, 1990). These results endorse what has been claimed on the basis of his
SAT scores and his HarvardMBA, namely, that his IQ most likely exceeds 115
(Immelman,2001). He is certainly smart enough to be president of the United
States (Simonton, 1985).
Second, Bush's IQ is below averagerelativeto that subset of the U.S. citizens
who also managed to work their way into the White House. In fact, his intellect
falls near the bottom of the distribution.When comparedwith twentieth-century
presidentsfrom Theodore Roosevelt throughClinton, only Hardinghas a lower
score (at least on threeof the four estimates).A similarconclusion is suggestedby
the IntellectualBrilliancemeasure,albeit in this case thereare now two twentiethcenturypresidentswith lower scores, namely, Hardingand Coolidge. Moreover,
Bush's IQ falls about20 points-more thanone standarddeviation-below thatof
his predecessor,Clinton, a disparitythat may have created a contrasteffect that
made any intellectualweaknessesall the more salient.Clinton'sintellectualattainments as a Rhodes Scholar and Yale Law School graduate, his demonstrated
capacity for masteringimpressive amountsof complex and detailed information,
his verbaleloquence and fluency,and his logical adroitnessand sophistication-at
times, as during the Monica Lewinsky scandal, verging on sophistry-places
Clinton head and shouldersabove his successor in terms of intellectualpower.
Needless to say, it can be argued that the Intellectual Brilliance and IQ
estimates are biased downward. George W. Bush may be much smarterthan
Table 1 implies. The counterargumentmust aim at the score he received on
Openness, a score thatprovidedthe only informationfor the imputationof his IQ
and IntellectualBrilliance estimates. This score placed him at the very bottom of
the distributionof U.S. presidents.Indeed,the score puts him towardthe bottomof
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the general population as well. One reason to question this placement is that
Rubenzerand FaschingbauerobtainedBush's NEO scores in a differentmanner
than they did for the precedingpresidents.As they expressed it, "Wedeparthere
from our usual method; rather than having biographersrate the president, the
authorsreadbiographiesand then ratedhim. This was done for one simple reason:
None of the few biographersavailablereturnedour questionnaires"(2004, p. 301).
Although these assessmentswere supplementedsomewhatby a last-minutequestionnaire response received right before the book's publication they warned
"Althoughwe did eventuallyobtain three raters,greatercaution is called for here
in reading our results"(pp. 301-302). After all, "None of us have a deep knowledge of Mr. Bush comparableto the presidentialexperts that providedthe other
ratings"(p. 302). Thus, the authorsthemselves claim that their scores, including
the Openness assessment, can only be consideredtentative.
Even so, there are severalreasonsfor suggesting thatthe numbersreportedin
last row of Table 1 are not unreasonable.To begin with, it is likely that his
Openness score would not be higherthanhis father's,whose score of 18.0 put his
IQ estimatesin the low end of the distributionas well. If anything,the son's score
should be lower given thathis intellectualcuriosityappearsto be noticeablymore
restrictedthan his father's.As one nationalcorrespondentfor United Press Internationalput it, "despitebeing the scion of an elite family with worldwideconnections, Bush's hobbies appearlimited to not much more than running,fishing and
baseball" (Sailer, 2004, p. 2). In fact, with respect to the IntellectualBrilliance
evaluation,it would seem thatthe youngerBush does not make the impressionof
having wide interests or of being especially artistic,curious, sophisticated,complicated,andinsightful.The same holds for the Opennessmeasure.Presidentswho
score high on this assessment tend to rate high on the following facets: (a)
Openness to Fantasy-"Vivid imagination and rich fantasy life; dreamy,"(b)
Opennessto Aesthetics-"Deep appreciationof art,music, poetry,beauty;artistic,
original,"(c) Opennessto Feelings-"Receptivity to own innerfeelings and emotions. Experience emotions fully and value them; excitable, spontaneous,"(d)
Opennessto Actions-"Willingness to try new activities,go new places, do things
differently; wide interests, adventurous,"(e) Openness to Ideas-"Intellectual
curiosity, willingness to consider new ideas; idealistic, inventive,"and (f) Openness to Values-"Readiness to reexamine(or reject) social, political and religious
values; unconventional"(Rubenzer & Faschingbauer,2004, p. 12). At best,
according to the three raters, Bush only shows some proclivity for one facet,
namely, Openness to Feelings, and many close observersof the presidentwould
probablyagree (see, e.g., Suskind, 2004).
Finally, Bush's low Openness score is corroboratedby a totally independent
methodology: content analytical measures of integrativecomplexity.Applied to
verbal materialssuch as speeches (with identifying materialdeleted), this objective techniquegauges the extent to which the individualcan differentiatemultiple
perspectives on an issue and integratethose perspectives into a single coherent
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point of view (Suedfeld, Guttieri,& Tetlock,2003; Suedfeld,Tetlock,& Streufert,
1992). Low scorers on integrativecomplexity can only see things from a single
perspective-their own-and so no integrationis necessary.One analysis showed
thatBush's pre-9/11 baseline complexity was appreciablylower thanthatof Tony
Blair, the prime minister of Great Britain during the same period (Suedfeld &
Leighton, 2002). Bush's specific score is indicative of someone who discusses
issues without taking alternativepoints of view into serious consideration.Significantly, the score that Bush received is markedlybelow that of every single
elected U.S. presidentfrom McKinley throughCarterinclusively (as reportedin
Tetlock, 1981). In addition, his score is below that of most U.S. senators and
SupremeCourtjustices, albeit under certain circumstancesit stands at about the
same level as highly conservativesenators and justices (using statistics reported
in Tetlock, 1983; Tetlock, Berzweig, & Gallant, 1985; Tetlock, Hannum, &
Micheletti, 1984).
Yet these outcomes cannot simply be attributedto his being a conservative
Republican: Bush's integrative complexity is also comparable to (a) extreme
abolitionistsand pro-slaveryadvocatesin antebellumUnited States (as contrasted
with free-soil Republicansand BuchananDemocrats;Tetlock,Armor,& Peterson,
1994), (b) hard-line communists in the Soviet leadership (Tetlock & Boettger,
1989), and (c) the extremistIslamic Fundamentalistsin the Talibanand al-Qaeda
leadership (Suedfeld & Leighton, 2002)-with the notable exception of Osama
bin Laden, who is lower still. Even more tellingly, Bush's score does not change
with the political conditions,unlike what usually holds for successful political and
militaryleaders(e.g., Suedfeld, Corteen,& McCormick,1986; Tetlock, 1981), but
rather stays consistently low (Suedfeld & Leighton, 2002), and thus reveals a
trait-like stability. Given the objective nature of these integrative complexity
scores, their apparentlack of political bias, and their primafacie connection with
both Opennessto Ideas and Opennessto Values,the overall Openness score Bush
received in Table 1 may not be too far off the mark.4
If we assume that Bush's scores on IntellectualBrilliance, Openness, and IQ
are in the right ballpark, then his expected presidential leadership would be
lowered. The predicteddisadvantageis most apparentin the case of Intellectual
Brilliance because this measure has the highest correlationwith performanceas
judged by historiansand political scientists best qualifiedto evaluate U.S. presidents.5Specifically,on the basis of this traitwe would predictthatBush's ultimate
standingwith posteritywill fall abouttwo-fifthsof a standarddeviationbelow the
4

For the 11 presidentsfor which measureswere available,integrativecomplexity correlated.58 with
Openness to Experience, suggesting that they overlap conceptually, albeit the former variable is
supposedlymore responsiveto situationalinfluenceswhereasthe latterpurportsto representa stable
trait.
5 In
fact, when entered into a multiple regression equation that includes five other predictors of
presidentialgreatness (years in office, war years, assassination,scandals, and war hero), only Intellectual Brillianceemerges as a significantpredictor(P = .29, p < .01, versus p = .19, p > .05, for the
other five intellect measures).
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mean (i.e., -0.7 x .56 = -0.39). This would put him on about the same level as
Jimmy Carter(Simonton, 2002). In terms of the presidentialrankings,he would
come in 26th out of 42 chief executives. To be sure, intellect is not by any means
the only predictorof presidentialleadership.Many other variables are involved
as well, including both personality traits (McCann, 1992; Ones, Rubenzer &
Faschingbauer,2004; Winter,1987) and situationalfactors(Kenney& Rice, 1988;
Nice, 1984; Simonton, 1987, 1993). Some of these variables can raise his final
assessment to that of an average, and even above-average, chief executive
(but see Immelman,2002). Yet the conclusion remains,however tentativeat this
point in time, that Bush's intellect may be more a liability than an asset with
respect to his performanceas the nation's chief executive. His strengths most
likely lie elsewhere.
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